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Any product of art or for that matter aesthetics refuses to be immersed in a vacuum which is cloistered from the sight of the beholders. So, what beauty is that beauty which is not savoured? What melody is that melody which is not heard? What play is that play which is not watched/heard? So, what character is that character which has no medium? It is a universally explored truth, that art needs medium to carry it to the audiences, no matter whether their responses are in affirmative or negative. So, plays thrive on the combination of the actors and the audiences. More than this is the milieu within which the tradition of theatre is rooted. Theatre tradition traverses in a geohistorical vehicle which takes along, the social and cultural ontology from its temporal (both reversible and irreversible) and spatial sojourns. Again, the world of theatre is a make-believe world where the constraints of established time and space are dismantled so as to create its own symbolic space and time. Links are established with the ‘other’, ‘there’, ‘then’ and yet they exist in the ‘present’, ‘here’ and ‘now’.
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